Abstract. In model-driven engineering, models are primary artifacts and can evolve heavily during their life cycle. Hence, versioning of models is a key technique which has to be offered by an integrated development environment for model-driven engineering. In contrast to textbased versioning systems, our approach takes abstract syntax structures in model states and operational features into account. Considering the abstract syntax of models as graphs, we define a model revision by a span G ← D → H, called graph modification, where G and H are the old and new versions, respectively, and D the common subgraph that remains unchanged. Based on notions of behavioural equivalence and parallel independence of graph modifications, we are able to show a Local-ChurchRosser Theorem for graph modifications. The main goal of the paper is to handle conflicts of graph modifications which may occur in the case of parallel dependent graph modifications. The main result is a general merge construction for graph modifications that resolves all conflicts simultaneously in the sense that for delete-insert conflicts insertion has priority over deletion.
Introduction
Visual models are primary artifacts in model-driven engineering. Like source code, models may heavily evolve during their life cycle and should put under version control to allow for concurrent modifications of one and the same model by multiple modelers at the same time. When concurrent modifications are allowed, contradicting and inconsistent changes might occur leading to versioning conflicts. Traditional version control systems for code usually work on file-level and perform conflict detection by line-oriented text comparison. When applied to the textual serialization of visual models, the result is unsatisfactory because the information stemming from abstract syntax structures might be destroyed and associated syntactic and semantic information might get lost.
Since the abstract syntax of visual models can be well described by graphs, we consider graph modifications to reason about model evolution. Graph modifications formalize the differences of two graphs before and after a change as a span of injective graph morphisms G ←− D −→ H where D is the unchanged part, and we assume wlog. that D → G and D → H are inclusions. An approach to conflict detection based on graph modifications is described in [10] . We distinguish operation-based conflicts where deletion actions are in conflict with insertion actions and state-based conflicts where the tentative merge result of two graph modifications is not well-formed wrt. a set of language-specific constraints.
In this paper, we enhance the concepts of [10] by the resolution of operationbased conflicts of graph modifications. First of all, we define behavioural equivalence and parallel independence of graph modifications based on pushout constructions in analogy to algebraic graph transformations [3] and show a Local Church-Rosser Theorem for parallel independent graph modifications. Then we present a merge construction for conflict-free graph modifications and show that the merged graph modification is behavioural equivalent to the parallel composition of the given graph modifications.
The main new idea of this paper is a general merge construction for graph modifications which coincides with the conflict-free merge construction if the graph modifications are parallel independent. Our general merge construction can be applied to conflicting graph modifications in particular. We establish a precise relationship between the behaviour of the given modifications and the merged modification concerning deletion, preservation and creation of edges and nodes. In our main result, we show in which way different conflicts of the given graph modifications are resolved by the merge construction which gives insertion priority over deletion in case of delete-insert conflicts. Note, however, that in general the merge construction has to be processed further by hand, if other choices of conflict resolution are preferred for specific cases. Our running example is a model versioning scenario for statecharts where all conflicts are resolved by the general merge construction.
Structure of the paper: In Section 2, we present the basic concepts of algebraic graph modifications, including behavioural equivalence and a Local ChurchRosser Theorem. A general merge construction is presented and analysed in Section 3, where also the main result concerning conflict resolution is given 3 . Related work is discussed in Section 4, and a conclusion including directions for future work is given in Section 5.
Graph Modifications: Independence and Behavioural Equivalence
Graph modifications formalize the differences of two graphs before and after a change as a span of injective graph morphisms G ← D → H where D is the unchanged part. This formalization suits well to model differencing where identities of model elements are preserved for each element preserved. We recall the definition of graph modifications from [10] here:
Definition 1 (Graph modification). Given two graphs G and H, a graph
Graph D characterizes an intermediate graph where all deletion actions have been performed but nothing has been added yet. Wlog. we can assume that g and h are inclusions, i.e. that D is a subgraph of G and of H. G is called original graph and H is called changed or result graph.
Example 1 (Graph modifications). Consider the following model versioning scenario for statecharts. The abstract syntax of the statechart in Figure 1 (a) is defined by the typed, attributed graph in Figure 1 (b). The node type is given in the top compartment of a node. The name of each node of type State is written in the attribute compartment below the type name. We model hierarchical statecharts by using containment edges. For instance, in Figure 1 (b), there are containment edges from superstate S0 to its substates S1 and S2
4 . Note that for simplicity of the presentation we abstract from transition events, guards and actions, as well as from other statechart features, but our technique can also be applied to general statecharts. Furthermore, from now on we use a compact notation of the abstract syntax of statecharts, where we draw states as nodes (rounded rectangles with their names as node ids) and transitions as directed arcs between state nodes. The compact notation of the statechart in Figure 1 (a) is shown in Figure 1 (c) . In our model versioning scenario, two users check out the statechart shown in Figure 1 and change it in two different ways. User 1 performs a refactoring operation on it. She moves state S3 up in the state hierarchy (cf. Figure 2) . User 2 deletes state S3 together with its adjacent transition to state S4. Obviously, conflicts occur when these users try to check in their changes: state S3 is deleted by user 2 but is moved to another container by user 1. In this section, we study relations between different graph modifications based on category theory. Due to this general formal setting, we can use different kinds of graphs like labelled, typed or typed attributed graphs (see [3] for more details). At first, we consider the sequential and parallel composition of two graph modifications. Our intention is that graph modifications are closed under composition. Given the sequential composition of two graph modififcations G Definition 2 (Composition of graph modifications). Given two graph mod-
The parallel composition of G 1
D1
=⇒ H 1 and G 2
D2
=⇒ H 2 is given by coproduct construction: 
Two graph modifications
i.e. we get four pushouts in the diagram to the right.
Example 2. Figure 3 shows two behaviourally equivalent graph modifications where the upper one is the refactoring modification m 1 from Figure 2 . The span (G ← D → H) shows the same changes as in m 1 and m 2 , but in less context. We want to consider graph modifications to be parallel independent if they do not interfere with each other, i.e. one modification does not delete a graph element the other one needs to perform its changes. While nodes can always be added to a graph independent of its form, this is not true for edges. An edge can only be added if it has a source and a target node. Thus parallel independence means more concretely that one modification does not delete a node that is supposed to be the source or target node of an edge to be added by the other modification. Moreover, both graph modifications could delete the same graph elements. It is debatable whether the common deletion of elements can still be considered as parallel independent or not. Since we consider parallel independent modifications to be performable in any order, common deletions are not allowed. Once modification m 1 has deleted a graph element, it cannot be deleted again by modification m 2 6 This kind of parallel independence is characterized by Definition 4 as follows: At first, we compute the intersection D of D 1 and D 2 in G by constructing a pullback. Since common deletions are not allowed, there has to be at least one modification for each graph element which preserves it. Thus, D 1 glued with D 2 via D has to lead to G, which corresponds to pushout (1) . Next, considering D included in D 1 included in H 1 we look for some kind of graph difference. We want to identify those graph elements of H 1 that are not already in D 1 and have to be added by D 3 such that both overlap in D, i.e. H 1 becomes the pushout object of [3] for pushout and pushout complement constructions). Analogously, D 4 is the difference of H 2 and D 2 modulo D. Finally, both differences D 3 and D 4 are glued via D resulting in H. According to Proposition 1, both modifications may occur in any order, such that Definition 4 reflects precisely our intention of parallel independence.
Definition 4 (Parallel Independence of Graph Modifications).

Two graph modifications
are called parallel independent if we have the four pushouts in the diagram to the right, where (1) can be constructed as pullback, (2) and (3) as pushoutcomplements and (4) as pushout.
Given parallel independent graph modifications G Di =⇒ H i (i = 1, 2). Then, there exists H and graph modifications
have pushouts (1) − (4) by Definition 4 leading to H 1
D3
=⇒ H and H 2
D4
=⇒ H with behavioural equivalence according to Definition 3.
Example 3. Figure 4 shows two parallel independent graph modifications where
is the refactoring modification from Figure 2 , and m 2 = (G ← D 2 → H 2 ) deletes the transition from S2 to S4 and adds a new state named S5. We have four pushouts, thus both graph modifications may be performed in any order, yielding in both cases the same result H.
Fig. 4. Parallel independent graph modifications
In the case that two graph modifications are parallel independent, they are called conflict-free and can be merged to one merged graph modification that realizes both original graph modifications simultaneously. Note that the merge construction in Definition 5 corresponds to the construction in [10] . Figure 4 is given by m = (G ←
D4
=⇒ H.
Conflict Resolution
If two graph modifications have conflicts, a merge construction according to Definition 5 is not possible any more. In this section, we propose a general merge construction that resolves conflicts by giving insertion priority over deletion in case of delete-insert conflicts. The result is a merged graph modification where the changes of both original graph modifications are realized as far as possible. We state the properties of the general merge construction and show that the merge construction for the conflict-free case is a special case of the general merge construction.
Definition 6 (Conflicts of Graph Modifications).
Two modifications
are conflict-free if they are parallel independent (i.e. we have four pushouts according to Definition 4). 2. They are in conflict if they are not parallel independent. 3. They are in delete-delete conflict if ∃x ∈ (G\D 1 ) ∩ (G\D 2 ). 4. (m 1 , m 2 ) are in delete-insert conflict if ∃ edge e ∈ H 2 \D 2 with s(e) ∈ D 2 ∩ (G\D 1 ) or t(e) ∈ D 2 ∩ (G\D 1 ). Figure 2 . (m 2 , m 1 ) are in delete-insert conflict because m 2 deletes node S3 which is needed by m 1 for the insertion of an edge. Moreover, m 1 and m 2 are in delete-delete conflict because the edge from S1 to S3 is deleted by both m 1 and m 2 . (m 1 , m 2 ) are not in delete-insert conflict.
Example 5. Consider the graph modifications m
If two modifications m 1 and m 2 are in conflict, then at least one conflict occurs which can be of the following kinds: (1) both modifications delete the same graph element, (2) m 1 deletes a node which shall be source or target of a new edge inserted by m 2 , and (3) m 2 deletes a node which shall be source or target of a new edge inserted by m 3 . Of course, several conflicts may occur simultaneously. In fact, all three conflict situations may occur independently of each other. For example, (m 1 , m 2 ) may be in delete-delete conflict, but not in delete-insert conflict, or vice versa. Proof Idea. Parallel independence of (m 1 , m 2 ) is equivalent to the fact that (P B 1 ) is also pushout, and the pushout complements (P OC 1 ) and (P OC 2 ) exist, such that pushout (P O 3 ) can be constructed. By negation, statements 1. -3. are equivalent to 4. -6., respectively:
is not jointly surjective.
The dangling condition for
The dangling condition mentioned in statements 5. -6. is the one known from DPO graph transformation [3] . It is satisfied by inclusions
s(e) and t(e) are called dangling points. If the dangling condition is satisfied by D → D i → H i , the pushout complement (P OC i ) can be constructed.
For delete-insert conflicts, our preferred resolution strategy is to preserve the nodes in the merged graph modification that are needed to realize the insertion of edges. If deletion is preferred instead, it has to be done manually after the automatic construction of the merged graph modification, supported by visual conflict indication. Ideally, deletion is done such that predefined meta-model constraints are fulfilled afterwards (see conclusion).
In the following, we define a general merge construction yielding the desired merged graph modification for two given graph modifications with conflicts. In the special case that we have parallel independent graph modifications, it coincides with the conflict-free merge construction in Definition 5.
For the general merge construction, we need so-called initial pushouts. In a nutshell, an initial pushout over a graph morphism f : D → G extracts a minimal graph morphism b : B → C where the context C contains all non-mapped parts of G, and the boundary B consists of those nodes in D that are used for edge insertion (see [3] ). over (b, b) .
Note that for graph morphisms, there is a canonical construction for initial pushouts [3] .
Example 6 (Initial pushout). In the upper right corner of our sample merge construction diagram in Figure 5 below, the initial pushout IPO 1 over the morphism Figure 2 is shown. Obviously, the morphism B 1 → C 1 contains in a minimal context the insertion of the containment edge from S0 to S3. Now, we are ready to present our general merge construction for graph modifications (see Definition 8) . Analogously, to the merging of conflict-free graph modifications we start with constructing the intersection D of the intermediate graphs D 1 and D 2 . In case of delete-insert conflicts where a node is supposed to be deleted by one modification and used as source or target by the other modification, D is too small, i.e. does not contain such nodes. Therefore, we look for a construction which enlarges D to the intermediate graph for the merged modification where insertion is prior to deletion: At first, we identify all these insertions in modifications 1 and 2. This is done by initial pushout construction (as described above) leading to B 
Definition 8 (Merged Graph Modification in General). Given two graph modifications
We construct their merged graph modification G ← D → H in 6 steps, leading to the following general merge construction diagram:
by (3) to induced morphism X i → H i and pushout (P O i ) (i = 1, 2) by pushout decomposition. Moreover, (4) implies commutativity of (1) and (2) for (i = 1, 2). 5. Now we are able to construct pushouts (P O 3 ), (P O 4 ), (P O 5 ) and (P O 6 ) one after the other.
6. Finally, we obtain the merged graph modification (G ← D → H), where D → H is defined by composition in (P O 6 ), and D → G is uniquely defined as induced morphism using pushout (P O 3 ). Example 7. We construct the merged graph modification for graph modifications Figure 2 . The construction diagram is shown in Figure 5 . According to step 3 in Definition 8, D 1 has to be constructed as pushout of
consists just of the single node S0 . Since B 1 contains two single nodes, S0 and S3 , we get as result of step 3 graph D 1 which is similar to D but contains additionally node S3. Since (m 1 , m 2 ) are not in delete-insert conflict, D 2 = D. All remaining squares are constructed as pushouts.
Note that the resulting merged graph modification G ← D → H preserves node S3 because this node is deleted in m 2 although it is used for inserting a new edge in m 1 (resolution of the delete-insert conflict). The edge from S1 to S3 is deleted by the merged graph modification as it is deleted by both m 1 and m 2 (resolution of the delete-delete conflict). All graph objects created by either m 1 or m 2 are created also by the merged graph modification. Note that square (2) is a pushout in this example since (m 1 , m 2 ) are not in delete-insert conflict. The following theorem states that the modification resulting from the general merge construction specifies the intended semantics resolving delete-insert conflicts by preferring insertion over deletion: 
Then, m is behaviour compatible with m 1 and m 2 in the following sense:
1. Preservation: x ∈ G preserved by m 1 and m 2 =⇒ x ∈ G preserved by m =⇒ x ∈ G preserved by m 1 or m 2
A category-theoretical approach formalizing model versioning is given in [8] . Similar to our approach, modifications are considered as spans of morphisms to describe a partial mapping of models. Merging of model changes is defined by pushout constructions. However, conflict resolution is not yet covered by this approach in a formal way. A category theory-based approach for model versioning in-the-large is given in [2] . However, this approach is not concerned with formalizing conflict resolution strategies. A set-theoretic definition of EMF model merging is presented in [12] , but conflicts are solved by the user and not automatically.
In [5] the applied operations are identified first and grouped into parallel independent subsequences then. Conflicts can be resolved by either (1) discarding complete subsequences, (2) combining conflicting operations in an appropriate way, or (3) modifying one or both operations. The choice of conflict resolution is made by the modeler. These conflict resolution strategies have not been formalized. The intended semantics is not directly investigated but the focus is laid on the advantage of identifying compound change operations instead of elementary ones. In contrast, we propose a semi-automatic procedure where at first, an automatic merge construction step gives insertion priority over deletion in case of delete-insert conflicts. If other choices are preferred, the user may perform deletions manually in a succeeding step.
Automatic merge results may not always solve conflicts adequately, especially state-based conflicts or inconsistencies may still exist or arise by the merge construction. Resolution strategies such as resolution rules presented in [6] are intended to solve state-based conflicts or inconsistencies. They can be applied in follow-up graph transformations after the general conflict resolution procedure produced a tentative merge result.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have formalized a conflict resolution strategy for operationbased conflicts based on graph modifications. Our main result is a general merge construction for conflicting graph modifications. The merge construction realizes a resolution strategy giving insertion priority over deletion in case of delete-insert conflicts to get a merged graph modification result containing as much information as possible. We establish a precise relationship between the behaviour of the given graph modifications and the merged modification concerning deletion, preservation and creation of graph items. In particular, our general merge construction coincides with the conflict-free merge construction if the graph modifications are parallel independent. We show how different kinds of conflicts of given graph modifications are resolved by our automatic resolution strategy. It is up to an additional manual graph modification step to perform deletions that are preferred over insertions.
In [10] , we presented two kinds of conflicts which can be detected based on graph modification: operation-based and state-based conflicts. Hence, in future work, our strategy for solving operation-based conflicts shall be extended by resolving also state-based conflicts. Here, repair actions should be provided to be applied manually by the modeler. Their applications would lead to additional graph modifications optimizing the merged graph modification obtained so far. For the specification of repair actions in this setting, the work by Mens et al. in [6] could be taken into account.
With regard to tool support, our graph transformation environment Agg [11] supports conflict analysis for graph rules and graph modifications. We plan to implement also the check of behavioural equivalence and the general merge construction for graph modifications in near future. This proof-of-concept implementation could function as blueprint for implementing our new resolution strategy in emerging model versioning tools.
